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Kvantefysik Identiske
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difficult to see them because of the bright fluorescence from the un-trapped background atoms. Also, the
absorption of the trapping beams when passing through the cell will be significant. Thus you should
maintain the rubidium at well below its room temperature vapor pressure. Because it is necessary to
continuously pump on the system to avoid the buildup of hydrogen and helium vapor, it is necessary to
have a constant source of rubidium to maintain the correct pressure. Through chemical reactions and
physisorption, the walls of the cell usually remove far more rubidium than the ion pump does and the rate
of pumping by the walls depends on how well they are coated with rubidium.

In this experiment the rubidium vapor is produced by a commercial “rubidium dispenser” (locally
sometimes also referred to as a “rubidium getter”. The dispenser is several milligrams of a rubidium
compound that is contained in a small (1.0 x 0.2 x 0.2 cm) stainless steel oven. Two of these ovens are
spot-welded onto two pins of a vacuum feed-through, one of which is illustrated in Figure 10. When
current (3-5 A) is sent through the oven, rubidium vapor is produced. The higher the current, the higher
the rubidium pressure in the chamber. With this system it is unnecessary to coat the entire surface with
rubidium, and is in fact undesirable since the dispenser is likely to be exhausted before the surface is
entirely saturated. You should be able to produce enough rubidium pressure to easily see the background
fluorescence with as little as 3.4 A through the dispenser oven. The current through the dispenser is
controlled by the power supply under the table. Be careful not to turn the current higher than 6.5 amps
under any circumstances! If you do it will burn out the dispenser and ruin the experiment! You can see
how much rubidium is in the cell by sending the laser beams into the cell, setting the laser frequency to
the trapping transition (the saturated absorption cell should glow brightly) and look for fluorescence from
the atoms in the cell. If you can see any glow from inside the cell that goes away when the laser
frequency is tuned off the transition, there is more than enough rubidium for trapping.

After the current through the dispenser has been turned on, the rubidium vapor comes to an
equilibrium pressure with a time constant of about 5 min. When the current through the dispenser is
turned off, the rubidium pressure drops with a time constant of about 4 s if the dispenser has been on for
only a short while. With prolonged use of the dispenser, this time constant can increase up to a few
minutes as rubidium builds up on the walls, but it decreases to the original value if the dispenser is left
off for several days.

zero length
adapterPumpout

valve

Ion Pump
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window
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Figure 10. Drawing of trapping cell. The tubes on the cross have been elongated in the drawing
for ease of display. The Rb dispenser is inside a stainless steel vacuum tube; we show a
cut-away view in this drawing.
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Schrödinger, in 1952, in a textbook on statistical thermodynamics, was skeptical 

about the possibility of observing departures from classical statistics separate from effects 

of interactions between particles.  “The densities are so high and the temperature so low – 

those required to exhibit a noticeable departure – that the van der Waals corrections are 

bound to coalesce with the possible effects of degeneration, and there is little prospect of 

ever being able to separate the two kinds of effect” [12]. 

    
Fig. 8: Phase diagram for ideal gases (left) and real matter (right).  The hatched 

area represents regions of temperature and density, which are usually not realized in 
nature.  For example, at low temperature, the density of the gaseous phase is limited by 
the vapor pressure.  Adding more gas to a fixed volume does not create a higher density 

gas, but a liquid or solid phase. 
 
 

In other words, people expected that the system would simply freeze to a solid 

before it could form a gaseous Bose-Einstein condensate.  Figure 8 shows a phase 

diagram for an ideal gas with includes the line marking the phase transition to Bose-

Einstein condensation which has by now been achieved by many groups.  It shows the 

relation I mentioned earlier, density versus temperature:  The lower the density, the 

colder the temperature has to be for Bose-Einstein condensation.  Notice that the scale 

|Ψ|2 = Nφ(r)2

φ(r) ∝ e−r2/2a2

Makroskopisk

BEC i atomare gasser
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Skræddersyet vekselvirkning
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Fasediagram

Den perfekte væske 

d/a

Stærk vekselvirkning |a|»d
Den perfekte væske
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Bevarelse af partikler

Bevarelse af impuls

Ideelle og viskøse væsker
Hydrodynamik:

∂tρ +∇(ρv) = 0

∂t(ρvi) + ∂kΠik = 0

Ideel væske
Tabsfri

Πik = P δik + ρvivk

L. Euler 1707-1783 
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“Friktion”
Πik = P δik + ρvivk −η

�
∂ivj − ∂jvi −

2
3
δij∇ · v

�
− ζδij(∇v)

Viskositet 

F

A
= η∂yvx

∂tρ +∇(ρv) = 0 ∂t(ρvi) + ∂kΠik = 0➀ ➁

Alle væsker har tab og friktion

Stigende viskositet →

C. Navier 
1785-1836
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Kinetisk billede

η ∼ npλ

Πxy = −η
∂vx(y)

∂y

λ =
1

nσ

Impuls transport
Viskositet

Middel fri vejlængde

Viskositet uafhængig af tæthed!

James Clerck Maxwell
1831-1879

λ
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Mange kollisoner

Få kollisioner Høj viskositet

Lav viskositet
Lille viskositet ⇒ stærk vekselvirkning

η ∼ npλ � �nMinimum?

∆x∆p ≥ �/2

Stærke vekselvirkninger

KvantesystemHeisenberg

Kinetisk billede:

Viskositet har ingen
 øvre grænse

Men tilsyneladende 
en nedre grænse
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Viskositet af en atomar gas

∂f

∂t
+ ṙ · ∂f

∂r
+ ṗ · ∂f

∂p
= −I[f ]

 Veldefinerede partikler 

η =
15(mkT )3/2

32
√

π�2
∝ T 3/2

Boltzmann ligningen

Høj temperatur:

|a|=∞
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Ingen veldefinerede  
partikler
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α(Tc/TF ) � 0.2

η = α(T/TF )n�
Kvantevæske

|a|=∞

Viskositet af en atomar gas
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Mindste viskositet i 
universet

Searching for Perfect Fluidity in a Cold Atomic Gas 

John E. Thomas “JETLAB” Group

Quark-gluon plasma T = 1012 K

Computer simulation of RHIC collision

Laser flash photography

Ultracold atomic gas 

T = 10-7 K

Atomare gasser
Quark-Gluon

 Plasma

T≈10-7K
Koldeste sted

på jorden

T≈1012K
Varmeste sted

på jorden

Flydende Helium

T≈1K

η ∼ 1011Pa · sη ∼ 10−15Pa · s

η ∼ 10−6Pa · s
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Searching for Perfect Fluidity in a Cold Atomic Gas 

John E. Thomas “JETLAB” Group

Quark-gluon plasma T = 1012 K

Computer simulation of RHIC collision

Laser flash photography

Ultracold atomic gas 

T = 10-7 K

Atomare gasser

Quark-Gluon
 Plasma

T≈10-7K

T≈1012K

Flydende Helium T≈1K

574 J Low Temp Phys (2008) 150: 567–576

Fig. 4 (Color online) Quantum
viscosity in strongly-interacting
Fermi gas. The local shear
viscosity takes the form
! = " !n. In the figure, !"" is a
trap-averaged value of the
dimensionless parameter "

Fig. 5 (Color online) Ratio of
the shear viscosity ! to the
entropy density s for a strongly
interacting Fermi gas as a
function of energy E, red solid
circles. The lower green dotted
line shows the string theory
prediction 1/(4#). The light
blue bar shows the estimate for
a quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) [46], while the blue solid
bar shows the estimate for 3He
and 4He, near the $-point

that the damping arises from viscosity [9]. In particular, the observed scaling of the
damping rate with atom number is inconsistent with viscous damping in the hydro-
dynamic regime [9]. However, we have ignored the effects of the weakly collisional
edges of the trapped gas, which must be treated correctly [35]. We expect that the
actual viscosity in the hydrodynamic region near the center of the trap will be lower
than the average value which we estimated. Hence, our analysis using an approximate
trap average !"" may not be determining the true minimum viscosity.

6 Conclusion

We have explored the fluid properties of a strongly interacting Fermi gas. Measure-
ments of the frequency and damping of the radial breathing mode as a function of

Strengteori: η

s
≥ �

4πkB
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Perspektiver

Nye stærkt/svagt vekselvirkende
kvantesystemer, fundamental fysik

Optiske gitre. Højtemperatur 
superledning, kvantekomputere, ...  

Dipolar molecules/atoms. Bose-Fermi 
blandinger, ny eksotisk fysik...

Mesoskopiske/nano-systemer, 
atomtronics, kvanteinformation, ...
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